
LONDON: The supply chain troubles caused by
Brexit and the pandemic have been so bad for
Satyan Patel that the shelves at his convenience
store in central London are seriously lacking water
and soft drinks. “Last week I ran out of Coca-Cola. I
haven’t had large bottles of Evian for three weeks,”
said Patel.

“Without products, there’s no business. With
empty shelves like this, no one is going to come in
the shop anyway,” he added. A wide range of busi-
nesses have suffered through shortages for several
months in the UK-from milkshakes at McDonald’s to
beer at a pub chain to mattresses at Ikea.

But shoppers are also facing empty shelves for
things as basic as water and milk at UK supermarkets
and grocery stores. The coronavirus crisis has
severely disrupted the global supply chain, but
Britain’s divorce from the European Union late last
year has exacerbated the problem in the UK.

Shops are not getting products delivered to them
as rules making it harder to hire EU citizens has left
haulage companies with a drastic shortage of lorry
drivers. Many people who returned to their home
countries from Britain during the lockdown have not
returned. Co-op, a cooperative supermarket group,
said it was “impacted by some patchy distribution” to
its deliveries but it was working with suppliers to re-
stock quickly. The group said it was recruiting 3,000
temporary workers “to keep depots working to
capacity and stores stocked as quickly as possible”.

Where’s the milk? 
According to recent estimates, the UK currently

faces a shortage of about 100,000 lorry drivers. “We
had already decided to reduce our stock because of
COVID... but now we’re finding it hard to get some
products as well because they’re just not available,”

Patel said. At a supermarket near his store, the soft
drinks aisle was a little short of bottles and cans but
other shelves were full.

But 22-year-old sales assistant Toma said the situ-
ation was grim. “We don’t have stock, we have noth-
ing in our warehouse,” said Toma, who declined to
give her last name. “We have gaps everywhere,” she
said. “Sometimes we receive only a certain amount
(of some products). We don’t even have water.”

The shortages began when the pandemic hit and
got worse after Brexit came into force on January 1,
Toma said. Some customers complain to supermarket
staff and “say it’s us to blame”, she added. At another
major supermarket in southeast London, water bot-
tles were sparse and milk was missing from shelves.
Frozen-food group Iceland and retail giant Tesco
have warned of Christmas shortages.

Iceland head Richard Walker said the company
has reduced deliveries as it has 100 fewer drivers
than it needs. “Every day we are missing around 10
percent of the stock we have ordered into our
depots,” he wrote in a blog, adding that “when things
were at their worst” its sole bread supplier was
unable to deliver to as many as 130 stores per day.

‘Perfect storm’ 
Shortages of goods in the UK “will probably last

for a while and may even intensify further”, according
to a note by Capital Economics, a research consul-
tancy. A report this week from the Confederation of
British Industry cited the Road Haulage Association
as saying it would take at least 18 months to train
enough Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) drivers to
replace those who have left.

For the CBI, the dual effects of Brexit and
COVID-19 are a “perfect storm”. Stock levels in rela-
tion to expected sales fell by more than 20 percent to

a record low across the retail and distribution sector
in August, according to the CBI. The group has urged
the government to be more flexible on immigration
and add skilled lorry drivers to a list of professions
that are short on workers.

Road transport companies and businesses
dependent on deliveries are offering bonuses and
higher wages in an attempt to retain drivers, but

the moves have raised concern that they could
contribute to rising inflation. Ryan Koningen, a
49-year-old project manager at a company in the
City of London, said his colleagues often dis-
cussed the situation and “the question of costs:
will they rise because drivers are paid premi-
ums?” He too said he had noticed shortages of
“day-to-day products”. —AFP

No milk or water: Shoppers face 
shortages at UK grocery stores
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Bitcoin price soars
as it wins support
from investors
LONDON: Bitcoin, which struck a world first by
becoming legal tender in El Salvador, has been on a
roller-coaster ride since becoming the first cryp-
tocurrency 13 years ago. Following wild price swings,
bitcoin has over the past year increasingly won sup-
port from small and large investors, including on Wall
Street and from Tesla boss Elon Musk.

What is bitcoin?
Created following the 2008 global financial crisis,

bitcoin initially promoted a libertarian ideal and
aspired to overthrow traditional monetary and finan-
cial institutions such as central banks. The founding
white paper, published on October 31, 2008, was
penned by Satoshi Nakamoto, a pseudonym whose
identity remains unknown. The eight-page document
included the key goal of processing online payments
between two parties without passing via a financial
institution. A first block of 50 bitcoins was created in
January 2009, which has risen to 18.8 million units
currently in circulation. No more than 21 million can
be created, helping bitcoin’s price to trade way
above its rivals. Thousands of other cryptocurrencies
have meanwhile since been created, led by the likes
of ethereum, ripple and tether.

How to obtain bitcoin?
There are two ways to get hold of bitcoin.

Historically, individuals have “mined” for it by using
computers to solve complex mathematical puzzles.
But as bitcoin’s price soared, so did the number of
miners, reducing the chances of accessing units this
way. Mining also requires huge amounts of energy,
meaning the cost of accessing a bitcoin can exceed
the gain, notwithstanding the environmental impact
amid global efforts to tackle climate change. The
alternative way is to buy a whole or fractions of bit-
coin on an exchange platform using traditional cur-
rencies. Purchased funds are held in protected virtual
wallets, but with hacks still possible, some investors
have decided to hold portfolios offline.

How much is it worth? 
Initially worth almost nothing, bitcoin exceeded

$1,000 in 2013, causing it to attract the attention of
financial institutions. Since then it has experienced
extreme volatility, reaching almost $20,000 in 2017
before plunging. It recovered to hit $15,000 in late
2020 and in April rocketed to a record $64,870 on
the back of a speculative wave.

Yet two months later, it was trading at less than
half that amount, before climbing back above
$50,000 in September. Such volatility coupled with
drawn-out transaction times remain obstacles to bit-
coin’s adoption as a means of payment. With transac-
tions in bitcoin taking between a few minutes and
several hours, some of its supporters are seeing the
world’s first cryptocurrency as a future digital store
of value, rather than a means of payment. This would
put it in competition with gold, a traditional haven
investment and which is held in great amounts by bit-
coin’s nemesis central banks. —AFP
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Turkish lira 
tumbles over 
CB comments
ISTANBUL: The Turkish lira took
one of its biggest tumbles of the year
yesterday over speculation that the
central bank was about to cut rates
in the face of soaring inflation.

Turkey’s annual rate of inflation
accelerated to 19.25 percent last
month, above the central bank’s poli-
cy rate of 19 percent. The central
bank has been vowing for months to
keep real interest rates positive so
that Turks are not incentivized to
spend money instead of placing them
in their accounts.

That would require it to hike its
policy rate to at least 19.5 percent at
its next policy meeting on September
23. But central bank governor Sehap
Kavcioglu told investors that con-
sumer prices were expected to drop
in the months ahead and the bank
will now use “core” inflation-which is

below 17 percent after excluding
volatile items such as food and fuel-
in future decisions.

“Extraordinary conditions that
have arisen due to the pandemic have
increased the importance of core
inflation indicators,” Turkish media
quotes Kavcioglu as saying. “While
determining the global monetary pol-
icy stance, basic indicators excluding
temporary factors arising from areas
outside the sphere of influence of
monetary policy are taken as a basis.”

The Turkish lira fell by as much as
1.5 percent against dollar and was
trading around the 8.45 mark yester-
day afternoon. Turkey’s central bank
is nominally independent but has
been under constant pressure from
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to
lower interest rates.

The Turkish leader has fired three
central bankers since 2019 because
they were either raising borrowing
costs or not lowering them rapidly
enough. Erdogan is famous for sub-
scribing to the unorthodox belief that
high interest rates cause inflation
instead of tamping it down by hiking
the cost of doing business.

Kavcioglu has kept the bank’s pol-
icy rate unchanged for five months
and had previously vowed to focus
on fighting inflation. But Erdogan has
indicated that he expects borrowing
costs to start coming down quickly
to help stimulate growth. Timothy
Ash, an analyst at BlueBay Asset
Management in London, said
Kavcioglu’s comments showed that
his “promise to keep positive real
interest rates means nothing really

from a market perspective”.
“He is obviously determined not to

hike rates if in any way he can get
away with it, and will cut at the very
earliest opportunity,” he said in an
email to clients. The central bank this
week raised its year-end inflation
forecast to 16.2 percent from 14.1
percent.

Analysts expect the Turkish econ-
omy to expand by roughly eight per-
cent this year. —AFP

Car industry ‘can 
be part of climate 
solution’: Merkel 
MUNICH: Outgoing Chancellor Angela Merkel said
Germany’s car industry could be “part of the solution” to
the climate emergency, as she opened a major motor show
for the last time. Germany’s leader of the last 16 years said
she was convinced the transition to a climate-neutral
economy by 2045 would be “a success” and touted her
government’s steps to support it by subsidising electric
vehicles and the development of charging infrastructure.

The German car industry was previously seen as “reluc-
tant” to embrace the switch to environmentally-friendly
electric cars, Merkel said at the IAA motor show, before
praising the progress that has been made. The move to
electric was accelerated by the “dieselgate” scandal in
2015, when German car giant Volkswagen admitted to fit-
ting millions of vehicles with emissions-cheating devices.

Merkel, who has been a regular at the IAA over the
years, earned the sobriquet the “car chancellor” for her
efforts in the past to shield German carmakers from
tougher EU pollution rules. “The auto industry is not just
part of the climate problem, but above everything else a
central part of the solution,” she told the conference hall in
Munich. Merkel cautioned, however, that European coor-
dination would be needed in future to ensure “security for
jobs” in the face of competition from countries where cli-
mate rules are less stringent.

Her opening speech at the IAA was her last as chan-
cellor, before she steps down after the German elections
on September 26. The biennial IAA is mired in controver-
sy this year as Germany struggles to adapt its flagship
industry to the electric and digital revolution.
Environmental activists blocked motorways around

Munich on Tuesday, while others brandished slogans like
“Stop driving climate change”.

Merkel was among those to express their anger when
the “dieselgate” scandal broke. But in Brussels, her gov-
ernment had sought to slow the shift to e-mobility by
watering down toughened emissions regulations that
German carmakers would struggle to comply with, the
Sueddeutsche newspaper said. On the eve of Merkel’s vis-
it, the boss of Volkswagen even blamed her government for
slowing down the electric revolution by incentivising diesel
fuel for years.

“A car company cannot do this transition (alone)
because you need the right environment,” Volkswagen
CEO Herbert Diess told AFP. “If you keep diesel cheap...
nobody will buy an electric car, it’s impossible.” Ferdinand
Dudenhoeffer, director of the Center for Automotive

Research at the University of Duisburg-Essen, called the
government’s diesel strategy “depressing and incompre-
hensible”. “The state fuelled a diesel boom through tax
breaks, and now diesel passenger cars are practically
unsellable,” he told AFP. Merkel’s government has always
treaded gingerly because of the 800,000 jobs at stake in
the industry.

But the Sueddeutsche daily lamented in August that
“with her overly generous attitude towards the car indus-
try, the chancellor has helped neither the companies nor
the country in the medium term”. Dudenhoeffer agreed.
“Scrappage schemes, incentives to buy electric cars, sub-
sidies for battery production, aid for recycling, short-time
working allowances — this has been the strategy for 16
years. This alleviates short-term economic problems, but
does not build a new structure,” he said. —AFP

LONDON: A shopper looks at empty shelves where chilled foods would normally be stocked, inside a
Waitrose supermarket in London Tuesday. —AFP

MUNICH: BMW CEO Oliver Zipse (right to left), German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Bavaria’s State Premier
Markus Soeder, Hildegard Mueller, President of the VDA association of the automotive industry, Baden-
Wuerttemberg’s State Premier Winfried Kretschmann, visit the stand of German carmaker BMW at the
International Motor Show (IAA) Germany, on Tuesday. —AFP


